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BY
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Introduction.   The theory of singular integral equations of the form

(1) A(X)x(X) + 4P f ^4x(p)dp = g(X),
71 '      Ja    P — X

for real A(X) and k(X,p), was founded by Hubert [1], Poincaré [2], and Carle-

man [3], and in recent years has been pursued energetically by N. I. Muskhelishvili

[4] and I. N. Vekua [5] in the Soviet Union.

The operator, acting on L2(a,b), defined by the left-hand side of equation (1),

has usually been approached through the study of its so-called dominant part

(2) (Lex)(X) = A(X)x(X) + 4P pfc(A'A)*°V
711       Ja       P — A

which differs from the full operator in (1) by a completely continuous term.

However, the classical method of obtaining solutions of equations of the form

(Le-l)x(X) = g(X)

where I is a number, has always been carried out under the restriction

(3) [A(X)-l~]2-e2k2(X,X)¿0,       Xe[a,b~¡,

and it can be shown [6], [7] that / is in the spectrum of L£ precisely if condition

(3) is violated.

Nevertheless, despite the fact that the classical work on these equations does

not suffice to calculate the generalized eigenfunctions of (2), W. Koppelman

and the author were able to guess such eigenfunctions for the special operators

(¿*)W) =

w + ̂ rffitom.

m    Ja P- A
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and to give a complete spectral representation for them. Both these operators

have a simple continuous spectrum, but it proved possible to generalize these

results very slightly to certain special operators for which the spectral multi-

plicity was not greater than two. This was done in independent work by W.

Koppelman [10] and the author [11]; both sets of results being based on a com-

mon insight generalizing the previous work and using the same identities. How-

ever, even the case in which the multiplicity is two was not completely treated.

For example, the explicit inversion formulae associated with a spectral repre-

sentation (in the sense of Mautner) had to be dispensed with in this case [10]

because the generalized eigenfunctions were not known.

These singular integral operators were studied initially in connection with the

work of K. O. Friedrichs on perturbations of continuous spectra [12],[13] in

the hope of providing nontrivial examples in which the perturbation produced

a shift of the continuous spectrum and a change in multiplicity; the present

work is addressed to the multiplicity problem, and a complete spectral represen-

tation for a class of singular integral operators will be given. More precisely,

we will investigate under appropriate conditions the spectral representation of

the operator, Lc, on L2(a,b) given by

(a) Ltx(X) = A(X)x(X) + -.P f^*»^ x(p)dp.
ni    Ja      p — X

That is, we will construct a direct integral Hubert space ¿f * which will be char-

acterized in terms of an integer-valued Lebesgue measurable multiplicity func-

tion m(£) (£ e o(Le)) which we will exhibit explicitly, and a mapping ^ (isometric

when L£ is self-adjoint) of L2(a,b) onto .3^* given explicitly by a sequence of

m(£) integral operators whose kernels are generalized eigenfunctions of Le;

furthermore, we will exhibit the transformation inverse to Sf explicitly as a sum

of integral operators on the components of Jf* each of which is given by a kernel

formed from the generalized eigenfunctions of L£.

1. The generalized eigenfunctions.   Let

t\\\ vn     \ M     fi      A(p)-l-sk(p)    dp \ 2
(1.1) ECU.) = exp (^ jfl log m_l + Bm —j ( )

where A(X) and k(X)eC1(a,b) and Imz5¿0, Im/#0. Let us also introduce

the following notation

(1.2) E±(/,A,e)  = £(Z,A±iO,s),

(1.3) E±(U,¿) = E(Ç±iO,z,e),

(2) It can be seen that we could have equivalently defined E(!, z, e) as a scalar product :

EU,z,e)-l = U(2ek(M)),tt-z)"1 (L. -I)"1 y/Qeldm.
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(1.4) F(£,z,e) = £+(£,z,e) - E~(¿;,z,e),

(1.5) H(l,X,s) = E+(1,X,e) - £_(/,A,e),

(1.5a) F^^e) = lim F(Ç,X ± in,e),
iio

(1.5b) H±(í;,X,e)i= lim H(Ç±in,X,s),
fio

(1.6) £(/,z,£) = E(l,z,-e)
E(l,z,-e)'

(1.7) F(í,z,-e) =   - F(í,z,e),

(1.8) ÍY(Z,A,-e) =  - H(l,X,e),

and thus

(1.9) F+(e,A,E)-F-(í,A,e) - H+(5,^-e)-ff_«,A,-e).

The function E(l,z,e) has been defined in such a way that

(1.10) \_A(X) - I - ek(X)]E+(l,X) - \_A(X) - I + efc(A)]£_(U) = 0

for Ae[a,£>] and I such that Im/^0. This follows from the Plemelj-Privalov

relations [4] which state:

If

i   rb'x(p) ,

2ni   Ja p- z

then

$(A + iO) - <S>(X - ¿0) = x(X),

0(A + ¿0) + <D(A - iO) =   4 P f -^rd/x
1»       Ja  P- X

under smoothness conditions such as x(A)eL2(a,£>).

Now from the Hubert barrier relation (1.10), we may derive

\_A(X) - Ç] \H{£, + in,X) - H(Z - in, A)]

(1.11)      + ek(X)[E+(t;-in,X) + EM-iri,X)-E+(t + in,X)-E-(i + in,X)-]

- in[H(i + in,X) + H(Ç - in,X)~] = 0

for Xe(a,b) and real £,.

Relation (1.11) follows from (1.10) simply by writing Z = £ + it], subtracting,

and using (1.2) and (1.5).

It can be seen from the following remarks (but will not explicitly be demon-

strated here) that the function H(t, + i0,X) — H(t, — i0,X) is one generalized

eigenfunction of the operator
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(1.12) (Lsx)(X) = A(X)x(X) + — k(X) P
711 Px(p)

dp

corresponding to the spectral point £, and it is our purpose now to construct

enough other eigenfunctions to furnish a complete spectral representation for

L„ under conditions which will be specified later.

More specifically, we make the guess that there exist real, smooth functions

{Xj(t;)} such that j ranges over a finite index set, and

H(Ç + in,X)-H(c:-in,X)-]
{A(X) - £]     lim lim

á-»0,á>0 f/-»0,ij>0

(1.13)

A + iô

•i i
uo

}]

,    * ytn     v v       " ÇbH(c;+in,p)-H(l;-in,p)    dp
H-Tk(X)      lim hm      P       -—^-5-7--r = 0

tîî á-.o,a>o ,-o,if>o     J« p + iô-A/ç) p-A

and the object of this section will be the determination of such a family of

functions(3).

Accordingly, let us divide relation (1.11) through by the unknown function

A + iS - A/¿;), 5 > 0, and observe that, for n > 0 and Im z ^ 0 for z in a neigh-

borhood of an endpoint, c, of (a, b) and I = £ + »7, j; > 0 it can be shown

that [4]

£(^e) = 0((7^y)'    r<2-'(1.14)

and then Cauchy's theorem can be used to conclude that

27ti   Jfl   p iô — Xj(

where C is a smooth contour of the type shown.

(0 p Z 27H

£(£ + "7. o>)      dco

co + iô - Aj-(^) co - z

■¿,(É)-»¿

Figure 1

But this last integra may be evaluated by the Cauchy residue theorem to give

1    f     E(t; + in,co)     dco
(1.16)    -

271/

E(i + in,z)     E(t+in,Xj(!;)-iô)

co + iô- A/O to - z     z + iô- A/0 A,(£) - iá - z .

(i) These functions, as will be seen, are weak solutions of the eigenvalue integral equation.
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Therefore we may use the Plemelj-Privalov relations to conclude that

£+(É + in,X) + EM + i»,X) _ 2 E(t¡ + in,Xj(0 - id)

(1.17)

and we have

X + iô- Xj(Ç) Xj(0 -iô-X

=   l_p C" H(tj + in,p)     dp

ni    ¡a   piô-Xj(Ç)   p-X

{.A(X)-Ç\

(1.18) + —.k(X)P
ni

fH(H + in,X)- H(Ç-in,X)

[        X + iô- Xj(Z)

bH(Ç + it],p)-H(l;-ir,,p)    dp

1
- in

p + iô- Xj(o

H(!; + in,X) + H(t;-iri,X)-\

p — X

2e/c(A)

X + iô- Xj(Ç) J     Xj(0 -iô-X

■ [E(¿ 4- in,Xj(l;) - iô) - £(£ - in,X{£) - i<5)] = 0.

Passing to the limit, we get for X ̂  Xj(t)

H(Ç + in,X)-H(t-
\_A(X) -£]   lim

(1.19) 4- —.k(X) lim
ni g

im   limí-
-►0     i/->0 L

n lim   P
0    i/->0 Jo

X + iô- Xj(0
1M

H(£, + ir¡, p) - H(£, - ir], p)    dp

p + iô- Xj(C) P

+
2ak(X)

A - Xj(o
F(^,Xj(0) = 0.

Thus, subject to the existence of the above limits, we see that a sufficient con-

dition for equation (1.13) to hold is that Xj(£) be chosen so that F(C,Xj(£,)) = 0.

With the above remarks as motivation, we pass to a detailed study of the

function F(£, z).

2. The principal function, F(Ç,z). We assume for the following that A(X) and

k(X) e C1, and that k(X) > 0. (We could equally assume k(X) < 0.) Furthermore,

we assume that the zeros of the functions R,:k(X) = A'(X) + ek'(X) partition

[a,&] into a finite number of subintervals [a¡,a;+1] where a = ax < a2 < ■•• < a„

= b and on each of these, one of the following four conditions holds:

Case 1.       R+(A)f,   R~(A)f ")

Case 2. R+(X)\, R~(X)\

Case 3. R+(A)j, R~(X)\

Case 4.       R+(X)\,   R'(X)\ J

strict monotonicity is indicated.
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Consider now the function

flog
A(p) — I — sk(p)    dp

A(p) - I + sk(p)

dp   = "^   r«+i
P~ z       k = i  )«K

log

[October

A(p) — I — ek(p)    dp

A(p)-l + ek(p) p — z

(2.1)
=   2 /(z,/)k

K = l

Lemma 1.   For each k = 1,2, •••,« — 1 there exist two Lipschitz continuous

functions TK(v,e) and SK(v,e) such that

(2.2)

where

I(z,l)K =    f   log^^-
LK       SK(v,e) -

z    dv

z v — I

trr = min    (A(X)-sk(X)),     max    (.1(A) + e/c(A))j.

Proof. Let v = A(p) — ek(p), pe [aK,aK + 1]; then we may use the implicit

function theorem to solve the equation A(p) - ek(p) — v = 0 for p in terms of

v to get a function p-(v,s) which satisfies v = A(p_(v,e)) — efc(p_(v,e)).

In a similar way we get a function p+(v,e) which satisfies

v = A(p+(v,e)) + sk(p+(v,s)).

Then in Case 1, set:

SK(v,s) =

TK(

faK,

V,6)   = \
lp+(v,e),

A(aK + i)-ek(aK^y) < v < A(ctK + i) + ek(aK + i),

p-(v,s),     A(aK) - ek(aK) < v < A(aK + 1) - ek(aK + 1),

A(aK) - sk(aK) < v < A(aK) + ek(aK),

A(aK) + ek(aK) < v < A(aK + 1) + sk(aK+1) ;

and for Case 2, set:

SK(v,e) = aK+1,

p_(v,e),   A(aK) - sk(aK) > v > A(aK+1) - ek(aK+1),

aK, A(aK) + ek(aK) > v> A(aK) - sk(aK),

_ p+(v,e),   A(aK+y) + ek(aK + l) > v > A(aK) + ek(aK) ;

for Case 3, set:

TK(v,e) = aK,

p_(v,e),   A(aK+1) - e/c(aK + 1) > v > A(aK) - sk(aK),

Sk(v,b)= -j aK+1,        A(aK+y) + ek(aK + y)>v> A(xK+y)-ek(xK + y),

p+(v,e),   A(aK) + ek(aK) > v > A(aK + i) + e/c(aK+1) ;

TK(v,e) =
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and finally, for Case 4, set:

A(aK+y) - ek(«K+y) < v < A(aK + 1) + sk(aK+i),
SK(v,e)

A(aK+y) + ek(aK+1) < v < A(aK) + ek(aK),

faK+i,

lp+(v,e),

f«K>
rK(v,£) = \

(p-(v,e),

A(aK) — ek(aK) < v < A(aK) + ek(aK),

A(aK + y) - ek(aK+l) <v< A(aK) - sk(aK).

The proof of the lemma is now obvious(4) and involves only substitution of

these functions and integration by parts.

Let us note here for future use that SK(aK,e) = TK(aK,e)andSl((aK+1,e) = TK(aK + 1,£),

and if the functions P* (A) satisfy the conditions of the correct combination

of cases on the intervals (aK,a.K+1) and (aK+i,aK + 2) then it is possible to find

intervals of

£eo- = U cK =    min R~(p),   max R+(p)
K = 1 L/i e (a.b) fie(a.b) J

for which Sk(Ç,e) = TK + 1(£,e). For all other feo-, we will have

(2.3) Ty(0  <  Sytf) <   T2(i) < <  Ttt.y(i) < S^tf).

If SK(Ç,e) and TK(Ç,s) are extended to a by setting them equal outside oK to

the constant values they assume at the endpoints of oK, then

(2.4) E(,,z,8)-exp{¿|logn|g^
— z    dv

z v — I

and we may define the "multiplicity polynomials"

(2.5) T(v,z) = "n[TK(v,E)-z],
K = l

n-1

(2.6) S(v,z) =   n[SK(v,e)-z].
K = l

Now it is easy to show that

Fit,*      „J1     rM,,. A(p)-^-Bk(p)      dp  \    l/TJLZ,e)-z\
E+(f,z,e)K = exp|- j^     log A{li)_^ + ek{ll)   —) 7 [sJM^h

E_(f,z,a)K = exPi-L   P+'log ff>~jj~«ff> I JtA    I (W - A
v\2ni  JXk       ë A(p)-t: + £k(p) \p-z\ yj \TM,e) - zj

by evaluating arg(A(p) — Ç ±in ± sk(p)) as n -* 0.

(4) We might also have proceeded directly from the relation

log {(AQi) - / - ek(p))l(A(ji) - I + ek{p)}

= 71-1 ja arg {(A(p) -v-iO- ekQt))KAQi) -v-iO- ek(ji))} (<rV/(v-/)).
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Therefore, we may deduce that

(2.9)   F(U) «
T(Ç,z)-S(l;,z)

P\2ni )a     g    A(p)-c¡ + Ek(p)   p-z)J(S(it,z) T(t,z))

and it is now clear that the roots of F(Ç,z) are the roots of the function

T(U) - S(H,z)
(2.10) W{Z,z) =

V(S«,z)TXÍ,z))

Now if we call 0(f) the set of indices k for which SK(Ç,z) = TK(â.,z) or

SK(f,z)=rK+1(f,z), then

U(m)-z)- fi WÖ-Z)

V( n (s,«) - z)(T,(o - z)) •

Thus the number of zeros of W(Ç,z) depends upon f. We will call this integer

m(f) - 1 and observe that 0 < m(f) < n and the roots ^i(Ç), — ,Xm(i).i(,i) axe

easily seen to be both real and simple for each fixed f.

It is possible to give a formula for m(f ) that does not involve S(f, z) or T(f, z).

Let us simply note that

T«(i) - z _ 1   Ç"       A(p) - t - ¿0 - afct»    dp
arg<-> i>trH£ v4(/t) - f — iO 4- fi/c(<u)  p — z

and for fixed f the contributions to the integral come from a set of intervals

on each of which

A(p) -j- sk(p)

A(p) -£ + ek(p)

The number of nonvanishing terms on the left of (2.11) will simply be equal

to the number of such intervals, and this number will be equal to m(f). It fol-

lows from this representation that m(cf) is Lebesgue measurable.

Lemma 2.   If f(X)eCco(a,b) and we define

(2.11a)       Tf =      lim      f [tf(f 4- in,X, -e) - H(Ç - in,X,-éf\f(X)dX,
)j-»0,ij>0     Ja

then

b

Tf =     lim [F(f, X + ir,) - F\Z, X - ii,)]/(A) dX.
!(->0,f|>0        a

Proof. This theorem concerns an interchange of orders in a limiting process

(if it is rewritten in terms of the £(/,z)-functions). The assertion makes sense

formally   because   of   the   identity
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H+(f,A, -e) - if_(f,A, -£) = F+(f,A,e) -/"«,A,e);

nevertheless, the result is not immediate because the required uniform

estimates for justification of a limit interchange do not seem to follow

easily. We will, accordingly, pursue a less direct route in the proof, and will

arrive at the result finally by considering the question in a somewhat widened

context, and invoking the following theorem of H. G. Tillman [14].

Definition. A distribution T on R with values in a locally convex vector

space F is a continuous linear mapping of the space S¿ = Cq(R) into the space F.

Theorem (Tillman). There exists a natural isomorphism of the space of

F-valued distributions T with compact support and the space of F-valued holo-

morphic functions t(-) in the complement of a compact set KczR with the

property that t is also holomorphic at infinity and satisfies a condition

p(t(z))^ Mp{d(z,K)~mp + d(z,K)~i} for any continuous seminorm p in F.

(d(z,K) is the distance between z and K.) This isomorphism is defined by the

formulas

t(z) = ¿fjXi-zr1].

ff   = lim  f f(s) [i(s + ie) - t(s - ie)] ds,    feS>.
e->0   J

To begin the proof, we note

Observation 1. T, defined by (2.11a), is a distribution with values in L2(a).

Clearly, in order to substantiate this observation it will suffice to demonstrate

that Fis a bounded map of L2(a,b) into L2(o); and we proceed to a demonstra-

tion of this fact(5).

Let us define

O IT.         TJf               1       H„,      f^(f + ¿n,A)-ff(f-¿»,A),„w,
(2.12) Uf =  - ^ Jm9 Ja-V(fc(A))B(0-f«W

where

B(0  =    /(^'Z Sj(í,¿) - T/f ,8)j .

Then U generates an isometry from a certain linear manifold, D(U)(6), which

is generated by the elements {N/2e/c(A), H(co,X)/yj2ek(X)} as co ranges over the

complement of a, to the manifold generated by the image of these functions;

namely (as we can easily see), the manifold generated by

(5) This demonstration is related to a somewhat different construction in (10) which does

not quite suffice to prove this observation.

(6) D(u) is the smallest closed invariant subspace which contains -/(2eA;(A)), because

«L. - m)-is/(2ek(X))=*H(.co,X)ls/(2ekß)).
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[B(Q       B(Q
lV(2e)'    Vi2«)
¡B(0      B(Ç)        1   \

S-coj

which we call D(U  x).

The assertion that U restricted to D(U) is an isometry means that certain

scalar products are equal, and these equalities follow easily. For example, we

can show that

f Tul ■ VW» dx = f °®    * ■ 4gd€.J„ J(2sk(X))    vv     v" Jff   V(2e)£-a>     V(2e)

Now we shall construct an extension of U_1 which shall be such that the

closure of its range will be all of L2(a,b). For this purpose, consider the vector-

valued functions

9(0  = (go(0,gl(0,- ,gm(i)-l(0)

where each component gK(0 is complex valued and the number of components

on the right-hand side is m(0- Each gK(0 is defined on the measurable set

tk = {| \m(O^K}, and we let W* be the set of all g(0 with measurable

components for which

C m(i)-l

(9,9)= I    \gK(0\2dZ<™-
Ja      0

A scalar product is introduced in 3f * by setting

m(i)-l _

(f,9) = L  fK(OgK(Odi,
Ja      0

and the equivalence classes in Jif * with respect to functions of vanishing norm

form a Hubert space which we again call ¿?*.

If we let, for Ç e t;,

(F\ - T(f,A;(Q) . _ 1 ,-

we can easily show that pj(0 = 0 follows from Ty(Ç,e) < Sy(Ç,e) < ••• < S„.y(0

< Ta-y(0; and we may define

tU—(#) - ST J™, (i-5^75(3)-*>(ö«

Vf     //MO WF^A-Mt?)        F(¿,A-ii>)  \ \
£ JXjyj\2ek(X) ) [x+in-Xj(0     X - in - Xtf) Jm)   T

n-l

+
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Then, if

/ RU)      F(U)    /ufn F(U)      . (P\
9> - UfW T^wr^1'"' z - ^1(öv'w,",(ö/•

rr-i      r   ï       *      i;m      / f F(f,A + ¿n) - F(f,A - in)    fl&z)    »
^-„ded(í/J-2^oirno  ^ ^ ß(f)Vfc(A) 5(f)¡2s   d^

"y1  f p/f) ¡F(i,X+in) F(f,A-i»)  \    /(f.z)        \
;-i J» VfcW U + in - W)   A - n - A/f ) j z - A,.(f)a^ j •

n-1

+

In order to evaluate this function explicitly, it is only necessary to notice the

following elementary fact:

T(v, y) T(v, x) T(v, x) S(v, y) - T(v, y) S(v, x)

T(v,y) - S(v,y)     T(v,x) - S(v,x)       [T(v,j/) - S(v,y)] [T(v,x) - S(v,x)]

and to expand each term of the left-hand side in partial fractions. We obtain

T(v,x) = "M"1 nv.A/v)) 1

S(v,x) - T(v, x)        J = 1   S'(v,Xj(v)) - T'(v, A/v))   x - A/v)

x

(v)-l

I [s/v)-r,(v)]

X
+-V a term constant in x.

m(v)-l

] = i

Therefore

1 r(v,x)S(v,j)-r(v,y)S(v,x) m m%1 y/n/y)      »)

x - y [T(v, x) - S(v, x)] [T(v, j>) - S(v, y)]   ■    *, y - A,(v)'x - A/v)

(2.13) + 1
m(v)-l

Z [r/v.c) - Sj(v,s)-]
j-i

But by Lemma 1 (2.4),

rn   , i 1    f ,      T(v,z)     dv  1
^z)=exp(-jfflog^^-7-1j,

so that the Plemelj-Privalov relations imply

T(v,z)E+(v,z) - S(v,z)E-(v,z) = 0

which, in turn, implies, after a little algebra,

T(v, zt) S(v, z2) - 7Tv, z2) S(v, zt)

[S(v,z«J- r(v,z«.)][S(v,z2)- T(v,z2)]

(2.14)

F(v,Zl)F(v,z2)

= E+ív.zjF-ív,^) - F-ív.z^/i+ív,^).
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But now we can use the Cauchy residue theorem to get

-1-. f {E(v + iO,Zy)E(v - iO,z2) - E(v - i0,Zl)£(v + i0,z2)}dv

(2.15) = 1-1 E(l,zy) E(!,z2)dl = ■!■ Í sk(p) [-1-—\dp
2ni Jc m Ja \p- z2     p- zy\

from which we obtain, finally

Ueuended(9z)   ~    —■,        "     •
A — Z

Hence, if we consider [/¿tended as being defined on the manifold generated by

WIT1).*™-",*?0"1}   =   D(U^ended)

we see, since the functions {■s/(2sk(X))/(X—z)} are dense in L2(a,b), that the

closure of its range is L2(a,b).

Moreover, we can show that [/extended restricted to D(UëÀnded) is an isometry

since all the scalar products involved in this assertion can be calculated by using

the foregoing identities and the residue theorem. The required calculation is

tedious but elementary.

Accordingly, [/¿tended nas an inverse, which we will call [/extended > which can

be continuously defined on all of L2(a,b). However, since

fV(2efe(A))| F(U)
U \    X-z    j     "  B(Ç)/2e

we must have Pl/extended = U, where P is the projection from àtf* onto its first

component.

Thus, U is a bounded map from L2(a,b) into L2(o); and it then follows that

Tis bounded. Hence, a direct use of Tillman's theorem now proves the lemma.

Remark. A real convex lower-semicontinuous functional p(h) on a Hubert

space H is bounded by the Hubert norm, i.e. there exists a constant Mp such

that p(h) úMp\h || for all h e H.

Thus all semi-norms on H [15] are bounded by the Hubert norm.

But the relations

1   rbH(l;-rin,p) , If    E(i + in,co) ,       „_ , J     ,    i
- -;-.     —-irLdp = x-:Cj>   —-—-dco = E(l + it],z) - 1

2niJa      p-z 2nlJc        (°~z

imply that

V'J(k(s))l(s-z)-1l =
B(0/y/(2ey
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But by (2.13) and (2.14), we can assert

j* \F(j,z)\2 f \F(U)\2     T(j,z)S(U)-T(U)S(i,z)
)aB2(OI2z   S - I    z-z    [T(í,z)-S(É,z)][T(í,z-)-S(É,z)]   Ç

and by (2.15)

Thus we have another proof of the lemma from Tillman's theorem and a

direct estimate of the norm of the indicatrix function.

We may also conclude that, for <5 > 0,

lim       f
if-»0,!f>0     Ja

H(Ç + iri,X)- H(Ç-in,X)mdx
,-MM>U     Ja X+iÔ-Xj(0

=     lim     f
ii->0.ii>0   Ja

FiU + iO- -*Ô/(WaA€6ff.
|,->0.,>U   Ja X + iÔ-Xj(0

Now we turn to

Lemma 3(7).   // g(Ç) e Cœ(cr), and we define

tg =    lim     f (F({, A + iq) - F(£, A - if?)) g(£)^,
l|-»0,!J>0   J«

i/ien

f g =    lim     f (H({ + in, X) - Jïtf - iff, A)) g(£) ¿5 •
i(-»0,i)>0  J<r

This follows in much the same manner as Lemma 2. First we observe that

s/k(X)      B(0

is a bounded operator on L2(o) because 9~ = U~x on !3(U~l) where [/ is defined

in (2.12); this identity follows from an explicit computation of the images ob-

tained when 9" acts on the elements generating ¿^([/_1). If we further observe

that the set of functions {B(Ç)g(Ç)} is dense in L2(o) when g(0 ranges over

L2(o), we can conclude that f has a bounded extension defined on all of L2(o).

Now let us again compute the indicatrix function T[(s —Z)-1]. To do this,

simply observe that

(J) Lemma 3 will not be used in the proof of the representation theorem.
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where C is a smooth contour enclosing a, and therefore

TKs-lT1} = H(l,s).

Now,   we   again invoke  Tillman's   theorem   and  the  lemma  is   proved.

Remark.   We could«have given another proof of the lemma from the identity

(2.16) (l2 - l1)H(ll,X)H(l2,X) = 2e/c(A){£+(/1,A)£_(/2,A) - £_(/i,A)E+(/2,A)}

which follows immediately from the basic Hubert relation (1.10), and which

in turn enables us to conclude that

Ja 2ek(X) h -l2 Ja \v - l2     v - /J

from which an estimate of the norm of the indicatrix of f follows. Again we may

also conclude that, for Ô > 0, g(f) e Cx(a)

lim     f
7->0,i|>0   J i

F(f,A 4- it]) - F(f,A - in)

ooJ, A4-¿¿-A,(f)

H(f + in,A)-//(f-in,A)
=      lim      (*

f«-»0,!«>o   Ja X + iô- A,(f )
g(f)dfa.a. Xe(a,b).

Lemma 4. Let G denote the set of those functions in C°°(tj) which vanish iden-

tically in neighborhoods of the points A(ak)±ek(ak) and A(ak + 1)±ek(ak+1),

k = 1,2,—,n.

Then the mappings Mf generated by

Mj\g) = lim   lim  M{¡0(g) = lim lim f     ff/ ±lf g(f)rif
«uo    1710 no   »lio J tj/l-t" lo ~ A¡Ss)

map G into L1(a,f»), and

• 6

lim lim  Í   \M3>ô(g)-Mj(g)\dX = 0.
öl<i     tila Ja

Proof.   Recall that

\A(p) - í - sk(p)
F(f,A ± in) = W(Í,X ± in) expiar   f log

A(p) - f + ek(p)

dp

p— x ± in

Thus we may employ Jensen's generalization of the inequality between arith-

metic and geometric means [16] to conclude that

where the square root in the integrand is defined to be identically equal to
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one when p$(a,b). But since n and Ô are positive, we can use Fubini's theorem

to write

rA)      1  f /      s(Q       T(tj,x-
W       n   J^yX+iö-Xjtf) V(%

■LJ(
+ in)-S(¿:,X + in)

X-rir¡)T(OX + ir¡))

A(p)-Ç-ek(p)

« J-.
dp J

¿(p) - Í + 8fe(p)

g(0

) (p - X)2 + n2) àl

T(Ç,X + in)-S(l;,X + ir,)

(p -X)2 + n2JTjX + iô - Xj(0 VS(^, A + in) T(£, A + in)

A(p) - I - sk(0\)«-n:dp

\A(n)-Z + ektf)\}    *      nJ-x(p-X)2 + n2

Now we will estimate G(X,p,n,ô) for X,p in the interior of [a,b].

G(X,p,n,ô).

(B)   \G(X,p,n,ô)\ = max
veij j t jnD(g)

T(OX)-S(cr,X)

X + iô- Xj(0 J(
A(p)-Ç-ek(p)

A(p)M¿: + ek(p)

dt

+ max I g(v) |
ïeij J zjnD(g)

J\S(ti,X + in)T(t;,X + in)\

T(£, A + it]) - S(£, X + in) - T(£, A) + S(£, A) I

A + ¿<5 - A/O

V(
AOx) - £ - e/c(p)

¿(p) - £ + efcGO
#

V |SCi, A + iff) 7XÍ, A + iff)|

where D(g) denotes the support of g(£).

When A is interior to one of the intervals of subdivision of [a, b], say [aK,aK+1]

there will be a corresponding point set {£*} c x¡, consisting of a finite number

of points, for which one of the functions SK(Ç) — X and TK(£) — X vanishes. Since

the functions Sr(0 and Tr(0 take their values in [ar^r+i] we see that Sr(0 — X

and Tr(Ç) — X are bounded below independently of £ for Ae[aK,aK+i] as long

as r # fc and r ^ k ± 1. For these adjacent intervals we must consider what hap-

pens when A is an endpoint, say aK+1. There will now be, in general, a whole

interval of £ values on which one of SK(£) or TK+1(0 will constantly be equal

to A. Not more than one of these functions, however, can effectively behave in

this way. For if SK(0 = aK+l and TK+i(0 = aK+1, then cancellation would occur

in IF(U).
Now, when A varies in the interior of (aK,aK+1) the set of £'s for which, say,

SK(0 — X = 0 intersected with D(g) is such that | S'K(Ç) | has a positive lower

bound, m.

Let us note that SK(¿¡) — TK(Ç) has a positive lower bound on the same set and

\W(Z,X)/(X + iô- Xj(Ç))\ remains bounded as Ô-+0 so long as ¿¡etj.
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We will achieve our estimates by breaking the f interval of integration into

a sum of integrals of the form

çix-llm ç(x ç

Ja J iK,-n/m J{

ix+vl»

where n has been taken so small that if f\ is a zero of SK(f ) - A and f * is either

another zero of SK(f ) - A or a zero of TK(f ) - A then f * + j//m < |* - n/m. (There

is an fj independent of A such that all n è ñ will accomplish this.) We will not

treat all the possible cases here but will merely indicate what happens. Suppose

we only consider the last integral explicitly, with the others being treated ana-

logously.

By the mean value theorem we can set SK(f) - A = (f — f *)S'K(¡i) for some f

intermediate between f and f*. Then

1
<

1

V|A + in-SK(f)|-V(n-(f-f5)m)

and we can assert that there is a constant, C, such that

for f*<f<f,K +n/m

fi2 + ri/m û)(f,A) A(p) + ek(p) - f

|A + i<5-A,.(f)|    yj \A(p) - ek(p) - f

C Çil + 1/m

' V(K+i-A-i>/IK-A-ÍMl) h

df

dç

í5    V((" - « - ÉS)"0 I ¿00 - £feW - í |)

- —771-5——n—■—i—n^ Jki^V'l)-
J(\aK+i-X-in\ |aK-A-in|)

There are now several cases that may arise depending upon the location of p.

If p is such that A(p) - sk(p) - Ç* - t\/m > 0, then

s/(A(p)-sk(p)-^-n/m)

^(ri/m)-yJ(A(p)-ek(p)-^)
jK(X,p,n) = Vm

log

but if A(p) - ek(p) ̂  f £, then

■/«A/«.")   = -tan
.i    ¡tm(?x-A(p) + Ek(p))\

y/m      y/m

and if, finally, f(p) = A(p) - sk(p) is interior to the integration interval, then

JK(X,p,n) =
yjm      y/m

•log y/(n-A(p)-Ek(p)-Qm)

yJn-y/m((A(p)-ek(p)-^)

Thus, in all of these cases, JK(X,p,n) is bounded, say by M, for all values of

X,p,n) with A e (aK,aK+1), /t e (a, b), and n ^ ij.
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We may therefore conclude that there exists a constant C¡ such that

rj_   f«

1     J-c
;\N(X,p,n,o)\í CÁÍ+»)M

(p-X)2 + n2Í      '''i    ^^-.x-iriWa^y-X-iril)'

X e (a, b),

where N(X, p,n,6) is the maximum taken over k of the contributions to G(X,p,n, ô)

from the integration interval just considered, and the inequality follows because

if- -dp = max|/(A)|
(p - X)2 + n2

for any continuous /(A).

Using analogous results for the other ranges of integration, and adding all

of them together, we will finally be able to assert that there exists a constant G¡

such that

¡"\Mis(g)\'dX<Gâ
Ja

I

for some r in 1 < r < 2 and fixed Ô > 0.

Then we may use a result on uniform absolute continuity [17] to conclude that

lim \MJn,ô(g)\rdX<œ,
la   kJO

and

lim   f   |AÍ¡.,a(f)-Um MUg)\dX = 0.
d'10   Ja i/iO

Now let us note that the dependence of G¡ on ô comes from the second term in

(B). We have used the Lipschitz continuity of T(t;,z) — S(t;,z) in z and taken a

¿-dependent lower bound for [A + iô — X¡(0f\ ~l. If, for a fixed ô, we go to the

n limit, this second term will give a vanishing contribution to the estimate of

lim,i0|M^(g)| and we can find now an absolute constant G such that

lim \Mid(g)\'dXuG.1la »JO

But we can then conclude that

\MJ(g)\rdX^G
Ja

and
I

lim lim   f \Ml6(g)-MJ(g)\dX = 0.
¿JO   kJO    Jo
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3. The representation theorem.

Theorem. Let ky(X) and k2(X)eC1 and be positive on \a, b]; and let

k(X) = ky(X)k2(X), and let the hypothesis of Lemma 1 be satisfied(s).

Then if we define the transformation S^:L2(a,b)-*3^* generated by the

formulae

¿?f(X) = {go(0,-,gm^-i(0} = 9(0

where S>*»f(X) = gj(0,

1 ("   H(Ç + in,X,-e)-H(l;-in,X,-e)   f(X)

(3.1) "loJa    7(28  SjS/í.eí-r/í.e)])      ka(A)

gk(0 = ± Hm lim  rm + ir,,X-e)-H(Ç-in,X,-e)
¿m äio ,|o Ja X — X¡

íleo,

Xk(0 + iô

■m^^
and for the transformation 9":^*-*L2(a,b) generated by the formula

<- F(¿:,X + in',e)-F(OX-in',e)
(3.2) /(A) =

27tI¿'lO ij'jO fc=l Jtfc2nil'lO *'lOk = l Jrk X-Xk(0 + ÍO'

«V.e) go(0,
t~- m I-»-r7Tr£

1 "'i0 L V2ß   I ([S,(£,e) - T/f.e)])   fclW

,._   /.P(Ç,A + IV,6)-F(5,A-/r,',8)   ?0(Od5

j = i

we wi// bare: Sf is a map of L2(a,b) onto 3tf* such that

Sf$~ = /   and   ST9> = /,

and

with

where

^(L£/(-)) = {feo«).-.fe««)-i(0} = t9(0

7«       Jo       P -
^)k2(^x(p)¿p.

(8) Somewhat more is proved : namely, the theorem holds for complex-valued coefficients

k(A,p) in case the k(X,p) = kQ.) k(j£).
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Proof. We will show first that $?&" = I. Suppose that the components of </(f )

are each in C°°((r) and vanish in a neighborhood of the points R±(ak), R^a^+O;

then we will show that we will have, for f erk, k = 1, —,n —1(9)

«CO - ¿ Um ,¡m C>H({ + .-M.-e)-H«-i^.-!)    I/-© V    «
2«* íio ,10 J. A - At(f ) + i«5 y\  2e   / fe2(A)

. j_    1    1¡m  ,_ ■£     i   %UW-rV-^..)   /(f)|§¿V
l     2wi ,.,,0 ,-io , = i   J., A-Ar(y) + i<5' V x

(3.3)

_ _L iim    f F(y,¿ + il',e)-F(y,X-in',e)  g0(y)

2"•■» }< J^Usm -7/,..a)»>»
dy

In order to prove this assertion, let us consider the quantity, for / = f + if/;

n > 0, Ô > 0

(3.4)

h(J) = 2n7\™ lZ   ia A-A/04-a Vhn fc¡(I) )

./_ J_lim   iim     f   F(y,A + iV.e) - F(y,A - in',e) gm(y)     lpm(y)    \
\     2nis.l0™Jrm X-Xm(y) + iô' k,(l)  ^   2e     7)'

Now by Lemma 4 we know that the following expression

has boundedness properties which enable us to conclude [17] that the ô' and

n' limits can be interchanged with the A-integration. If we do this, and use Fu-

bini's theorem we will have

«7<"(^   =     1^2   Hm      Hm      Hm      1Ím V(/Im(7)^(f))   ̂ m(?)dy
Hn     c5|0       >/i0    «VJO    ij'10    J rm

(3.5)
'"//(J, A, -e) [F(y, A + in', e) - F(y, A - in',e)]     dA

[A - A/f) + i<5] [A - Am(y) + ¡5'] 2efc(A)/.

But let us note [18] that if L(A) and J(y) axe continuous, then for r > 1 we

can use a well-known inequality to assert that

(9) We will not explicitly treat the other cross terms; they can be evaluated in an analogous

way.
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F(y,X±in',s)
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X + iô'- Xm(y)
dX

Mr

< i(LUX)
F(y,X±in',e)

X + iô' - Xm(y)
r\J(y)\rdyJ" dX

and thus we can again use uniform absolute continuity to exchange the ô' and n'

limits in (3.5) with the y integration.

If we do this, and then invoke Lemma 2 and formula (1.8) we can conclude

that

(3.6)

7(/) = lim lim ¿   Í   J(pm(y)Pj(0)gm(y)dy
610   ií|0      *n       J T„

lim   lim   (bH(l,l,-e)lH(y + in\X,e)-H(y-in',X,E)-]     dX

Ô' -*0 i('-»0   Ja

Thus let us examine

27IÎ    Ja

[A - Xj(0 + iô-] [A - Xm(y) + iô'] 2ek(X) '

H(l,X,-E)H(y + in',X,E) dX

dz

2ni Ja [A - Xj(0 + iô] [A - Xm(y) + iô'] 2sk(X)

which, by virtue of (2.16), can be written

1 1 r        E(l,z,-e)E(y + in',z,8)

'  2nil-y- in' Jc[z - Xtf) + iS] [z - Xm(y) + iô']

where C is the contour of Figure 1.

But by the residue theorem this last expression is equal to

TZ-T^Jn-' [xm(y)+iô-iô'-Xj{0E{UAy) - i3'> -£)E(y + ir,''Uy)- i3''£)

+ x^iô'-iô'-XM^'^- iö> -E)E(y + *'**>- H"

Now subtract the same expression with —n' and go to the r\' limit to get

TZ-7{ [ffrff^«':-WE*(»"T)-'S'-e)'E^Uy)-i5''E)]

and if we take the ô' limit, we obtain
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Let us note for future use that this iterated limit is equal to the limit obtained

by setting n' = ¿'-+0.

We have now obtained

77(0=   Hm lim   ¿   f   JMpm gm(y)dy
HO      1)10      *n Jim l~ï

\Xj(o - iô - xm(y) ny'J^    r

Let us denote the quantity whose limit is being taken by Jj(l).

We wish to evaluate

JJtí + in) - J?(f - in) in the limit ij -♦ 0.

Now

■¿(»MUA®)
lim lim  Jj(f + in) = £;(f,A/f),-e) lim lim  ¿ f
«510   1/10 «510   i/lO    47t    J t, Ç + iri-y

F(y,XAQ-iô)
gmWXj(0- iô-XJy)   y

+ lim lim [£-(f + í„,A/f)-/á,-e)-£;(f,A/f)-iá,-8)]Iif   V^jW)

F(y,A/f)-i¿)
^wA/f)-.\5-Am(y)fly-

But for each fixed positive ô, the continuity properties of the integrand imply

that the n-limit of the integral exists and is finite for each f. Hence we can con-

clude that

lim lim Jj(f 4- in) = EKZ,A,(f), -e)lim lim    ¿ f   ^^fdA
.510    1,10^ «510    ylO       ™     Jtm      C + IW — y

•dy.F(y,A/f)-¿<5)
A,(f ) - iô - Xm(y)

Finally, if we use the Plemelj-Privalov theorem in conjunction with the fact

that F(f,A;(f), -e) = 0, we can get

lim lim (Jm(í + in) - m - in)) = lim lim    [   F}y'*J^ ~ f )  1 gm(f)
«510 ,io alo y-í    I//?) +• id - Am(y)J

• V0ím(f)/x/f)) [£;(f,AJ.(f), -e) 4- FKf.A/f), -e)]

and if we now use relations (1.6) and (2.9) together with
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A(p)-i-sk(p)

A(p)-/; + ek(p)

dp

p — X

A(x)-¿:-Ek(x)

A(p)-Ç-sk(p)\ dp
\A(p)-^ + sk(p)\p-

and do a little bookkeeping, we can conclude that

F(y,Xj(0-io)

A(X)-Ç + ek(X)

\A(X)-Ç-ek(X)
A(X)-Ç + sk(X)

im lim    —
5|0  y-i    iXj

lim
5 (0 + iô - Xm(y\

(E-(OXJ(0,-s) + EZ(i;,Xj(0,-e))

1

and thus

lim lim  (jya + in) - m - in)) =
Ä|0   i/JO

PAO

0

gm(0,   j = m,

0,       j + m.

if j = m,

if j ¥=m,

While this calculation shows that Sf!T = I when the domain of 9~ is suffi-

ciently restricted, it does not show that the image of even such a restricted domain

in ¿e* lies in L2(a,b).

We will now establish that ST generates an isometry mapping 3?* onto L2(a, b).

In the following for ease of presentation, and without loss of generality, we

will take LE self-adjoint so that ky(X) = k2(X) = Jk(X).

Now consider the transformation if defined by relation (3.1) and let us evaluate

the image of a dense set of the form {^J(2ek(X))/(X — z)} (where z ranges to infinity).

Then we can use the residue theorem to assert that

27ti

and thus

1_   CbH(i + in,p,

ni   Ja     P+ to — Xj

— e)     dp E(t; + in,z, -e)      £(£ + in,Xj(0 - iô, -£)
(O  p-z     z + iô-Xj(0 Xj(0 -iô-z

F(Lz)

z - xm(i)(0
sIPm(i)(Ç)   '

(V(2efc(A))) / F(Oz)      F(U)    ,   (F.
* \T=r) ~^~ \m/2B'T^XyJçf^'■

But [/extendedígz^Ví28^))/^-2)' and intended is, as previously remarked, an

isometry on its domain.

Thus if may be uniquely extended to an isometry on all of L2(a,b). Let us

explicitly note here that exactly the same extension would be obtained if in the

definition of £P we had set n = ô or replaced ¿by — ô. Furthermore let us explicitly

point out that SP can also be uniquely extended to all of Ly(a,b) since (a,b)

is a finite interval.

Now consider the expression
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f  g¿£)y(m)ngo,-,gniy))dlí = f   |gm(f)|2df
Jim J tm

where the g's axe chosen as before. We have seen that we can take n' = Ô' in

the definition of 9~ without disturbing this equality, and we now consider ¡F

to be taken in this way. Similarly, we can take <5= - «7 in the definition of yim).

Then

JL f »i¡. fn«±*-x:-f-»%-^--» ItJgL)«
4^2   Jtm nioJ. X-in-Xm(0 yj\2£k(X)J

..      CbF(y,X + in',s) - F(y,A-in',e)r     // pm(y) \

■ ft J .-A-in'-Am(y)-yl(2m)gJ:,)dy

= Í km(0|2df.
•'im

But we have already justified writing the left-hand side of this equality in

the form

T^2f   ̂ ZfTdflimlim    f   y/(pm(y)pJ(c:))gm(y)dyÇ-^T-
4n¿ JTm ,ior,-io      t„ J« ¿MW

ff(f 4-in,A, -e)-H(t-in,X,-e) H(y + in',X,e) - H(y - in',X,¿)

A - Am(f) - in A - Am(y) + in'

and we can utilize the explicit calculation which we have made for the A integral

to justify a final exchange of limits with the f integration. Then if we apply

Fubini's theorem we will have

f wop«-fa.*.»  f« f m+*'\-'\-"(t -^-»
Jrm ,10 ,'io471    J«.        Jtm A-Am(f)-in

V(2¡fe(Ay;^ *

f H(y + j". ¿> £) - H(y - iri, ¿, <0 1/ pm(y) \
)rm X-Xm(y) + in' y]\2sk(X))g'"Way-

But by (1.8) this last expression is nothing but

1im «•       1     [" ,.   f   H(f + in,A,£) - H(f - »,, A,£)  // /Uf) \ . m~

f   H(y + in',X,e)-H(y-in',X,e)  1/ pm(y) \
■L A-Am(y) + ¿n' y¡\2ek(X) )gmW 7

and this is, with obvious notation,
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lim lim     f ^(0,-,gm,0,-,0)\ $~,.(0,-,gm,0,-,0)dX.
»f40   ij'4,0      Ja

However,

lim lim dX^n(g0,gy,-,g„) 3T^(g0,---,gn)
»fJ.0   n'iO      Ja

n /•&        _

= lim lim   I        dX árn(Q,...,0,gm,0,-,0)   ^(0,-,0,gm,0,-,0)
iflO   if'4.0    m = l   Ja

because, as we have seen, the cross products vanish in the limit.

Hence we have deduced that

I    \gj(0\2d¿: =   lim lim        ^(g0,-,gn)^(8o,-,gn)dX.
Ja 0 ff 4.0   lj'40      Ja

However, it is still not possible to assert that this proves that

limnl0y~q(g0,---,g„)eL2(a,b), because we cannot directly justify an exchange of

both the limits in the above equality with the A-integration.

Accordingly we will proceed by first showing that the iterated limit can be

replaced by a double limit, and consequently we can proceed to zero with n = *}'•

Then we will have a non-negative integrand and will be able to use Fatou's

theorem to assert that

(•* f     m(£)-l

\ng0,-,gn)\2dX^ I   \g¡(0\2dtl.
Ja Ja 0

In order to implement this plan, we will show that the original iterated limit

could have been replaced by a double limit, i.e.,

lim lim
n40   i)'40 J z„

= lim f
if 40 J z.

gm(0 y^2rn,gndt

g-JO~Km)^gmdÇ.

Consider therefore

lim  ^\^,.-^)(g0,-,gn).
»I'40

Since we have shown in Lemma 4 that

lim   f \(^-3-)(g0,-,g„)\dX = 0
rj' 4.0    J a

for the g's under consideration, we may invoke the Banach-Steinhaus uniform

boundedness theorem [19] on Ly(a,b) to assert that
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lim^m\^.-3r)(g0,-,gn) = 0
if'40

uniformly in n. But this can happen only if lim,.i0^m)^"B.(g0,--,g„) is assumed

uniformly in n-

Thus we have now satisfied the conditions for the Moore-Osgood theorem

to apply, and can accordingly assert the equality of the double and iterated

limits; and, finally, can use Fatou's theorem.

We have therefore proved that 9~(g0,---,gn)eL2(a,b), and it remains to de-

monstrate that 3~ is isometric on this set of g's.

For this purpose recall that

/•m(f)-l [>b_

2    |e?/í)|2d¿ = limlim        ¿r,(go,-,gn)^(go,-,gn)dX.
Ja      0 »f       if'        Ja

For a fixed n>^~q(go,'",gn) defines a continuous linear functional on L2(a,b)

by the Frechet-Riesz theorem. Hence

Z \gj(0\2d¿; = lim  \ ¿rn(g0,-,gn)ngo,-,gn)dx
Ja     O ti        Ja

but, since ^(g0,---,g„)eL2(a,b), this function also defines a continuous linear

functional, and we can finally assert that

f    m(i)-l /•!>

s \gj(o\2d¿:=   \ngo,-,gn)\2dx.
Ja      J=0 Ja

Since the set of g's for which this is true is dense in ^f * there exists a unique

isometric extension for S~ defined on all of #f*.

We must now show that Ftf = 1 on L2(a,b). In order to accomplish this

let us recall that (in the notation of Lemma 2)

¿Piff — [/extended) D( [/extended) = 0

since U^LdM,) = y/(^k(X))/(X-z) and £r»Q(2Ek(X))/(X-z)) = gz.But,since &

has an inverse we can conclude from this that 3~ — [/extended on the domain of

[/"¿¡tended- But we have seen that

y U(2ek(X))\       V(2e/c(A))
i/extended^-X^-J   "        X-Z    '

and the range of Sf is just D([/¿tended)- Hence yy = / on all of L2(a,b).

Now 9" is an isometric mapping from ¿C* onto L2(a,b). The images of the

gz are dense in L2(a,b) and ¡f is the inverse of 3~ hence the range of^ must

be all of ^f *.

Now let us show that
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^(L£/(-)) = {f<?o(a-,ffm(i)(f)}
if

^/(•) = {so(a-",sm(i)(f)}.

To do this, let f(p) again be chosen from the dense set {y/(2ek(p))/(p—z)}, for

z real and outside (a, b). Then we wish to calculate (for f erK)

1 pH(f + in,Ar£)-H(f-in,A,-£)  //£gV.     1-^-^0)]^
2ni aio  ,io   J. A-A(f) + i<5 yJ\2ek(X) J      e[   p-z   J

2ni ,io ,io I    I   M-*   / A - AK(f ) 4-ic5 yJ\2ek(X)JJ

where (/,g) = Jl/TA) g(A) dA and where we have replaced «5 by -¿ in y as is

permitted.

But, since Le is self-adjoint on L2(a,b), this expression is equal to

_L Um lim (Lr^ + inA,£)-H(f-in,A,£)    1/jgoy. .V^X
2ti¿ ,io ,io I eL A-At(f) + i<5 yl\2ek(n)J\       X-z   )

But if we recall that

_L_   ffcfl(f + ¿n,¿i,£)   <fo        £(f + in,z,£)     £(f + in,A7(f)-i¿,£)

2th Jfl p + iô - Xj(0 p-z     z + iô- Xj(0 +        A/f) - ¿«5 - z

and use the slight modification of (1.18) relevant to the case where

Lex(» = A(X)x(X) + JL   f ÄÄ(,)d>
II    Ja Ai— A

together with

lim lim 2(£(f 4- in, A/f) - ¿«5) - E(f-¡f/,A/f)-i¿)) f ¿/t-— = 0
«510    ,10 Ja A-pS) — l0 — P  P — Z

then the desired conclusion follows by a direct evaluation for functions of our spe-

cial class. Now let/(A) be any function of class L2(a, b). Then we can approximate

f(X) by sums, Z cp/(X-zp) =f„(X), so that limn_,œ/n =/in the norm of L2(a,b).

Let us call ri7.-(gp\0,"-.Ä«)(0)"fW- Because & is an isometry

^fn^^f = (go(0,-,gm(o(0)- But because our f interval is bounded,

the functions fg;°(f) converge to fg/f) in the L2(cr) norm, and hence

f0(n)= «^0,-,««««)«)) converges toffl(f) = (fg0(f),•••,fgm(i)(f)) in the

Jif * norm. Now since /„(A) is a linear combination of functions in our special

class y(LJR) = (g0n)(0,-,Zg%(Ç)). But Le is continuous in the norm of

L2(a,b). Hence lim^œLe/„ = LJ. Thus if we let h(X) = ^{fe0(ö,-,ifm«)(ö}

= ^"(fí), we may write
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|| h(X) - LJ(X) \\LlM) = 1 h(X) - LJn(X) \\L2(a>b) + \\ LJn(X) - LJ(X) \\L^b)

= || Zg(0 - Í9W(0 U. + I LJn(X) - LJ(X) ||l2(s>i)

and if we let n -> co, we get h(X) = LJ(X), i.e., 3~(l\g(0) = LJ(X) or

ig(0 = y(LJ(X)).
The theorem is now completely proven except in the non-self-adjoint case

when

L£x(X) = A(X)x(X) + ~P [bkl{k)kl\li)x(p)dp.

711      Ja       P - X

However, although L„ is not self-adjoint it is symmetrizable [20] and can be

rendered self-adjoint with respect to a new scalar product derived from the

L2(a,b) scalar product by multiplication by a simple combination of the func-

tions y/ky(X) and jk2(X). The remaining assertions of the theorem then furnish

the spectral representation of this new Lc, considered as self-adjoint, on such

a new Hubert space. These results follow in an entirely trivial way from the

preceding ones and their proof will be omitted here.

It is a pleasure to acknowledge a conversation with L. de Branges and the

advice and encouragement of J. W. Calkin. Finally, the author wishes to ex-

press his gratitude to K. O. Friedrichs for valuable suggestions and special

encouragement to pursue this work.

Added in proof. A connection has now been obtained [21] between the

analytic machinery developed here and the multiplicity theory of generalized

eigen-functions for arbitrary self-adjoint operators with absolutely continuous

spectra lutely continuous spectra defined over i£2(En).
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